Green Impact Project Case Study
MLTC Charity
Background
Institution: TUOS
Team Name: MLTC
No. of years participating in Green Impact: 3

Highlights
Please include 2-3 bullet points (of approx. 10 words each) which summarises your case
study:
●

Our aim for this specific project is to raise money for local and important charities.

●

We aim to hold various fundraising events and activities.

●

We aim to involve outside agencies, Students and staff.

Description
Our Green Impact has been actively engaged in raising money for charity. The Team held a
MacMillan Coffee Morning to raise money for their charity. Staff were directly involved and we
had a bake off style competition. Staff brought in homemade cakes and staff contributed to be
able to take part in games and cake. The team managed to raise £63 for MacMillan. We also
held a Christmas Jumper day where staff could opt to wear a Christmas item of clothing in
return of a small donation to raise funds for the local Children’s hospital. The event was
published on Social Media to try to raise money for Save the Children via a pay by text option.
We have also organised a Plant sale to all University staff and students during 2019
(dependent on cuttings growth). Our director has been propagating plants over the last year.
We have also organised a fundraising French picnic and film screening for all staff and
students. All our events have attempted to reach a wide audience and we have promoted by
announce emails via our VLE, Google forms, posters, mass email and social media. Our events
are easily able to be reproduced by other departments and can be repeated on an annual
basis by ourselves.

Photographs

Please include photographs/diagrams.

Self-Assessment

The MLTC Green Impact Team has been fully engaged in all the activities that
have been organised to raise money for charities. We have specifically focused
on raising money for the local children's hospital. Several members have spent
a significant amount of time, making cakes, organising collections, designing
flyers and producing materials. Arranging physical materials, promoting
events, publishing posts on social media. We have organised and promoted a
cake/ coffee morning, a Christmas jumper day, a Plant sale, a French picnic
and a film screening.

The reach of our project was wide, we used social media to promote our
events and we used internal email and MOLE announce system to reach a
wider and more diverse audience. Blackwell’s bookshop was involved in
helping our Twitter campaign. Our Christmas jumper campaign tried to raise
money online by having a text in donation; we were attempting to reach a
huge audience.

The creativity involved was related to the French Picnic and Film screening as
well as the green-fingered skills of our director, as these culturally related
events are relatively an underused method to generate donations for charity.
A substantial amount of creative work went into creating the French festival.
Our other events are well replicated around the campus by other green impact
teams.

I feel the impact our project has had on the local community and other
projects such as MacMillan has been successful and we have raised money to
help these charities, which is what our objective was from the outset. Our
team is relatively small and we have achieved a lot in a small space of time
alongside our busy working environments. The charity work is ongoing and we

see some of these events as being an annual occurrence in the future. Our
projects can be easily repeated or replicated by other teams.

Our project is ongoing and the legacy will be that the Children's hospital will
hopefully receive enough money with our help to rebuild the A&E area of the
hospital, which is what we have been raising money for. Our charitable
projects are seen as an ongoing and an annual event and although we may
only collect a minimum amount of money, it is not for want of trying and every
little helps these local causes. In total we have raised £113.88p, £63 for
MacMillan and £50.88p for the Children’s hospital. Our plant sale is an ongoing
process (as a lot of cuttings are still growing) and we aim to have a full plant
sale in September 2019.
Criteria
Team engagement

Points (self-assessed)
5 points
I feel our project deserves full marks
for overall teamwork and effort.

Reach

8 points
I feel our project reached all
departments in the University and a
wider audience through social media.
We have invited all TUOS students
and staff to our Plant sale and film
screening.

Creativity

5 Points
Our team was ultimately very
creative in terms of producing cakes
for the coffee morning, getting
creative on Christmas jumper day,
propagating numerous plants for sale
and organising a French festival,
which included a Picnic and a film
screening for students and staff.
(unfortunately we couldn't offer the
latter to the public due to copyright
laws)

Impact measurability

8 points
Our impact was easily measured by
the attendance to the charitable

events and the partaking by staff in
the events. It was also measured by
the interaction by other staff and
students to events, namely the Plant
sale, French picnic and Film screening
and interaction on social media.
Proportionality

5 Points
Our team is small and we have
organised and implemented several
individual events within our project.
Our campaign spread throughout the
campus and tried to reach as many
people as possible through social
media and other outlets such as
email. Our outcomes reflect the size
of the team.

Replication

5 points
All our individual events can be
replicated by other Green impact
teams and we aim to repeat the
events on an annual basis to raise
money for different local causes.

Legacy

5 points
The legacy will be in the rebuilding of
the Children's hospital A and E and
the end objective of any other local
cause that we raise money for. We
are always looking at our in house
events and where suitable use these
to raise money.

Outcome

5 points
The objectives, I feel have been fully
met and we have achieved what we
set out to achieve as our objectives
were S.M.A.R.T.

